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Abstract
On Halloween night, a group of high school students sneak into their school theatre to borrow costumes for a party. As the dates decide on famous couples to dress up as, various romantic entanglements unfold. Amidst this excitement, the somewhat spooky Wendy appears with the story of a ghost that appears on the stage every Halloween night after dying before she had a chance to play Shakespeare’s Juliet. After one failed attempt to make the ghost appear, a new student takes the challenge seriously and Kate (who left earlier,) appears to play the part of Juliet. When the real Kate shows up a few minutes later, everyone realizes that they have actually seen the real ghost.
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Princess Juliet invites you in her newest adventure. After being abducted by huge germs and taken in the sewer, Juliet managed to escape thanks to you. Now she discovered a haunted castle and she needs your help again. Follow each lead and find all the clues that will help you escape this terrifying ghost castle. Good Luck! Princess Juliet invites you in her newest adventure. After being abducted by huge germs and taken in the sewer, Juliet managed to escape thanks to you. Now she discovered a haunted castle and she needs your help again. Follow each lead and find all the clues that will help you escape this terrifying ghost castle. Good Luck! Use the mouse to play this game.